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The dream
• Can Charlie do something useful for
Alice using both Alice and Bob data
but without revealing them (the data)
to him (Charlie) ?
[x]FHE=dec([[x]sk]FHE,[sk]FHE);
[y]FHE=dec([[y]sk’]FHE,[sk’]FHE);
[r]FHE=f([x]FHE,[y]FHE).

[x]sk

[r]FHE

[y]sk’

FHE in a nutshell
• On top of allowing to encrypt and decrypt data,
an FHE scheme allows to perform (any)
calculations in the encrypted domain.
– Without access to either intermediate or final
calculations results by the computer.

• Although the first generation of systems (2009)
were too costly, practicality is now (2015-16)
being achieved for a first round of applications.
Cryptosystem API:
•
encpk : Z2  Ω.
•
decsk : Ω  Z2.
•
addpk : Ω x Ω  Ω.
•
mulpk : Ω x Ω  Ω.
where Ω is a large cardinality set e.g. Zqn.
Key properties: for all m1  Z2 and all m2  Z2
•
decsk(addpk(encpk(m1),encpk(m2))=m1  m2).
•
decsk(mulpk(encpk(m1),encpk(m2))=m1  m2.
(and these properties hold long enough…)

Further dreaming
• New settings where users can benefit from
cloud services taking into account privacycritical data, still without effectively giving
them away.
– Undisclosed cross-valorization of data (and
algorithms).
– Intrinsic data protection on vulnerable platforms.
– Privacy-preserving outsourcing.
– Etc.

• And, as an engineer, I lack imagination…

Trust model
• In the most basic settings, two parties are involved:
– The user: owner of some private data.
– The server: owner of an algorithm and possibly some
data which it is willing to inject in the calculation.
– However, the server has
complete control over
the algorithm.
– So the user must trust
that the server will
perfom consistently with
a functional specification
– although it has no
access to the algorithm
details.

A simple cryptosystem
• Key:
– An odd integer p randomly chosen in [2η-1,2η[.

• Encryption of m{0,1}:
– Randomly choose a large q and r (2r<p/2) and
let c: = qp+2r+m.

• Decryption:
– m := (c mod p) mod 2.

• Semantically secure under the hardness
assumption of the approximate GCD
problem.

The problem of noise
• FHE schemes are necessarily probablistic.
– I.e. some noise is added in the encryption
process.

• All known FHE are intrinsically unstable.
– The noise amplitude grows with the
homomorphic calculations until decryption is no
more possible!
• Usually noise growth is faster with muls than with adds.

• Part of the intrinsic complexity of FHE
schemes is due to noise managment.

Blueprint 1 : noise managment
by means of self-reference
• Assume an asymmetric scheme (pk,sk).
• Let [x] be an encrypted value obtained after some
homomorphic operation(s).
– With an arbitrary noise level below the decryption
threshold.

• Superencrypt [x] to get [[x]].
– [[x]] is a noise-free encryption of a noisy encryption of x.

• Then homomorphically execute the decryption circuit:
dec([[x]],[sk])=[x]’.
– [x]’ is an encryption of x with a constant noise.
– This is called bootstrapping.

Blueprint 1 : noise managment
by means of self-reference
• As long as a cryptosystem is
homomorphic enough to evaluate one
operation followed by its own
decryption circuit it can compute
forever (and such systems do exist…).
• Open questions:
– Is it safe to encrypt sk with pk?
– Is efficient boostrapping possible?

Blueprint 2: somewhat fully
homomorphic encryption
• In practice we do not (yet) know how to practically
achieve bootstrapping.
– Still there is hope (e.g. FHEW and recent extensions).

• So the approach is to use cryptosystems which can be
rendered homomorphic-enough to execute an a priori
given (class of) algorithms.
– This can automatically be done « at compile time » (more
on that later).

• We now have several reasonably efficient such
cryptosystems:
– BGV (implemented in HELib), Fan-Vercauteren (my
personal favorite), YASHE, GSW, and a few others.
– Some of them with bitslicing-type parallelism (batching).

The quest for universality
• So we can execute boolean
circuits.
– I.e. directed graphs G=(V,A)
• And,are
b. t.either
w., it is also
which vertices
possible
to
inputs, outputs
or operator
homomorphically execute
(XOR, AND).
an encrypted
• Boolean circuits
= staticTuring
machine.
control structure
programs =

oblivious Turing machines.
• Hence, we can in principle
• Oblivious Turing
machines
ensure
algorithm privacy.
are Turing-complete.
• Hence we can compute
everything computable!

The « strange » FHE computer
• No ifs (unless regularized by conditionnal
assignment).
• No data dependant loop termination
(need upper bounds and fixed-points).
• Array dereferencing/assignment in O(n)
(vs O(1)).
• Algorithms always realize (at least) their
wort-case complexity!
– Complexity of dichotomic search?

• Can handle only a priori (multiplicative)
bounded-depth programs.

Example: bubble sorting
• Regularization of the
inner if-then-else
using a conditional
assignment operator.

template<typename integer>
void bsort(integer * const arr,
const int n)
{
assert(n>0);

• Static control
structure hence
systematic worst case
complexity.
– A price to pay for not
leaking any
information.

• Still, this is generic
C++ code.

for(int i=0;i<n-1;i++)
{
for(int j=1;j<n-i;j++)
{
integer swap=arr[j-1]>arr[j];
integer t=select(swap,arr[j-1],arr[j]);
arr[j-1]=select(swap,arr[j],arr[j-1]);
arr[j]=t;
}
}
}

Where select(c,a,b)c?a:b.

The Armadillo compiler & RTE…
• A compiler infrastructure for
high-level cryptocomputingready programming, taking
C++ code as input.
• Boolean circuit optimization
(ABC-based), parallel code
generation and
« cryptoexecution » runtime
environment.
• Optimized prototypes of the
most efficient FHE systems
known so far.
– Also, with support of open
source libs such as HELIB.

ASIACCS’15 (IACR Report 2014/988).

A magic trick
• Still, homomorphically
If AES-1([x]
,key)
=
x
key
executing an AES decryption

then

still takes 18 mins with our best
implementation (no batching).
• With an intrinsic
multiplicative depth of 40.

• Hence, more homomorphically-1
AES ([[x]friendly
,[key]
symmetric
systems
are )
key]FHE
FHE
required.

?
= [x]FHE

Stream ciphers for « efficient »
transciphering
• Keystream bits must be multiplicatively bounded.
– This is the case if keystream bits are independent by
chuncks (which is good for parallelism & batching).

• Keystream bits can be homomorphically
« mined » independently of the data.
– Hence, transciphering induces almost no latency (it’s
just an homomorphic XOR!) as long as keystream
mining has been done in advance.

• Basic pattern:
– Use an IV-based (FHE-friendly) stream cipher in
« counter mode ».

« FHE-friendly » stream ciphers
• TRIVIUM:
– A respected 80-bits
key lightweight
stream cipher.
• Part of the ESTREAM
portfolio (+ ISO/IEC
29192).

• KREYVIUM:
– A « conservative »
128-bits key
extension of
TRIVIUM.
FSE’16 (& IACR Report 2015/113).

HELIB performances

FV performances

Hey, but you are not doing all this just to
execute crypto algorithms on encrypted data!
• No there are indeed a number of genuine
reasons:
– To avoid the computational burden of FHE-encryption
on the client device (bad reason).
– To avoid the intrinsic bandwidth inflation of
transmitting FHE-encrypted data from the device (bad
reason).
– To (almost) transparently interface the client device
with a remote « cryptocomputer » (good reason).
– To use (almost) standard crypto on the client device
(good reason).

And so…
• Charlie can do something useful for
Alice by blindly aggregating the data of
many Bobs!

[x]sk

[r]FHE

[x]FHE=dec([[x]sk]FHE,[sk]FHE);
[y1]FHE=dec([[y1]sk1]FHE,[sk1]FHE);
…
[r]FHE=f([x]FHE,[y1]FHE,…).

[y4]sk4

Example of pilot
•

A dummy-yet-realistic « Wikipediainspired » medical diagnosys.

•

Setup:
–

–
–
–
–
–

•

Characteristics:
–
–
–
–

•

Algorithm implementation, compilation and
deployment on a server.
Homomorphic precalculation of Kreyvium
keystream on the server.
The Android tablet sends the Kreyviumencrypted private user health data.
The server receives and homomorphically
« transcrypts » to FHE.
The server homomorphically executes the
diagnostic algorithm and sends back the
encrypted answer to the tablet.
As the FHE secret key owner, the tablet is
the only party able to decrypt and thus
interpret the server reply.

Fan-Vercauteren sFHE.
Full-blown end-to-end 128 bits security.
3.3 secs for program execution on the
server (with 8 cores activated).
< 4 secs RTD towards servers.

Claim: practicality achieved for not-toobig-data realistic algorithms!

IEEE CLOUD’16.

Server side:
• FHE.pk
• [SYM.sk]FHE
•

I.e. SYM.sk encrypted under FHE.pk

User side:
• FHE.pk
• FHE.sk
• SYM.sk (symmetric key)

Server side:
• FHE.pk
• [SYM.sk]FHE

User side:
• FHE.pk
• FHE.sk
• SYM.sk

Server side:
• FHE.pk
• [SYM.sk]FHE

Uses [SYM.sk]FHE to
« transcipher »
data encrypted
under SYM.sk to
data encrypted
under FHE.pk

Private data
encrypted with
SYM.sk

User side:
• FHE.pk
• FHE.sk
• SYM.sk

Server side:
• FHE.pk
• [SYM.sk]FHE

User side:
• FHE.pk
code
passed through
• FHE.sk
+1 si homme d’âge > 50 ans.
a 60
working
FHE compiler
• ans.
SYM.sk
+1 si femme d’âge >
prototype presently
+1 si antécédents familiaux.
developped at CEA.
+1 si fumeur.
Executes algorithmIn
onthe
encrypted
data:
end, it is
real

+1 si diabètes.
+1 si hypertension.
+1 si taux HDL < 40.
+1 si poids > taille-90.
+1 si activité physique/jour < 30.
+1 si homme et consommation > 3 verres/jour.
+1 si femme et consommation > 2 verres/jour.

Homomorphically
encrypted results

Server side:
• FHE.pk
• [SYM.sk]FHE

User side:
• FHE.pk
• FHE.sk
• SYM.sk

Uses FHE.sk to
decrypt and
interpret results

A bubble sort!

What a hell of a noise!
What are you doing with
your Cray?

Yesterday
(2011-12)

Today
(2015-16)

And perhaps tomorrow…
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